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 On a consolidated basis, sales increased and OI jumped YoY.
 By business segment, Auto-ID Solutions performed satisfactorily.
 The Overseas Business maintained its recovery momentum while

profitability in Japan recorded massive improvement driven by a
favorable business environment and continuous internal measures.

 R&D in the IDP Business progressed largely as planned.
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 Consolidated sales increased by 1.7 billion yen (3%) while OI
jumped 800 million yen (30.8%).

 Within the Auto-ID Solutions Business, overseas saw increases in
sales and OI through growth despite adverse FX impact but failed to
meet targets.

 On the other hand, Japan saw increases in sales and OI while
meeting targets at the same time.

 IDP increased sales by growing its existing business while reducing
operating loss through cost reduction after reviewing the scope of its
R&D projects.
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 The key point in sales composition is that overseas ratio expanded
due to higher sales in Asia/Oceania and Europe.

 Overseas, Europe expanded as sales subsidiaries together with Okil
conducting Primary Labels business in Russia booked a combined
sales increase of 800 million yen.

 On the other hand, the Americas shrunk, lacking figures from the
large order in FY17 that was worth 400 million yen.

 The key point in OI composition is that Europe expanded with an OI
increase of 300 million yen on back of sales growth.

 The Americas saw a sizable shrinkage owing to the lack of the
aforementioned large order in FY17 and increase in R&D costs.

 Overseas and Japan both performed well as a whole, but Japan
expanded through massive improvements in profitability.
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 Overseas sales in food & beverage shrunk due to the
aforementioned lack of figures from the large order in FY17 that had
come from a large fast food chain in the Americas.

 In Japan, logistics shrunk by 0.5 percentage points as consumable
sales in September decreased steeply YoY impacted by earthquake
and typhoons.
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 Consolidated sales increased by 1.7 billion yen YoY.
 Gross profit increased by 1.2 billion yen, of which 300 million yen

came from the overseas business, 800 from Japan and 100 from IDP.
 As a result, operating and ordinary incomes grew in terms of both

amount and ratio.
 Net profit decreased by 500 million yen due to extraordinary profits

booked in FY17.
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 Auto-ID Solutions Business, which does not include IDP, increased
sales and OI in both Q1 and Q2 YoY respectively.
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 Of the net sales gains making up the OI increase YoY, overseas
contributed 500 million yen through increased sales in Europe and
Asia/Oceania while Japan contributed roughly the same amount.

 The 1.5 percentage point improvement in gross profit margin in
Japan was the main contributor to the gross profit gains.

 The SG&A in Auto-ID Solutions Business increased due to the rise in
HR costs in Japan and sales-related cost increases overseas.
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 Overseas sales increased by 1 billion yen (5%) while OI grew by 100
million yen (11%).

 Gross profit increased by 300 million yen despite the margin
dropping by 0.5 percentage points while OI margin improved by 0.3
percentage points.
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 Sales subsidiaries in Germany and Asia/Oceania along with Okil
conducting Primary Labels business were the main contributors to
the net sales gains making up the OI increase YoY.

 Gross profit recorded tiny gains of 9 million yen with balanced
positives and negatives.

 SG&A increased due to sales-related cost increase and a one-off
factor regarding the FY17 R&D booking at SGS (SATO Global
Solutions) in North America.
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 Base Business in Europe and Asia/Oceania increased sales and OI.
 Business in the Americas reduced sales and OI, but if we exclude the

aforementioned one-off factor at SGS, we see that OI had increased.
 OI in Base Business declined by 7 million yen, but increased by 200

million yen excluding the SGS factor.
 Primary Labels increased sales and OI as a whole. Achernar in

Argentina and Prakolar in Brazil reduced sales and OI due to
macroeconomics and FX impact but Okil in Russia increased sales
and OI.

 The 54 million yen loss in eliminations was due mainly to unrealized
gains of inventories.
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 The sales composition of Base Business in Auto-ID Solutions
overseas expanded due to faster growth compared to Primary Labels.

 There has been a massive shift in OI composition as OI declined in
Base Business while increasing in Primary Labels.
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 Sales and OI composition by region in Auto-ID Solutions overseas
saw notable change in ratio that the Americas contribute.

 The decline in sales ratio was due to the lack of a large order that
had boosted figures in FY17 and a temporary slowdown of business
with a major customer in North America, along with FX and
macroeconomic impacts in South America.

 The decline in OI ratio was due to the aforementioned one-off factor
at SGS.
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 The slowdown of sales and OI in Base Business in 1H came mainly
from the Americas.

 The growth in Primary Labels can largely be attributed to Okil being
grouped in Europe.
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 Base Business in the Americas consists of SAL (SATO America, LLC.)
and SGS in North America, sales subsidiaries in South America, and
Achernar and Prakolar conducting Primary Labels businesses.

 SAL reduced sales by 500 million yen due to the large order factor
that had boosted figures in FY17 and a temporary slowdown of
business with a major customer. SGS reduced OI as R&D costs were
booked in Japan in FY17, but should we disregard the one-off
accounting, OI increased in real terms.

 SAL increased sales and OI, excluding impact from the large order in
FY17.
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 Although quarterly results were mixed as Q1 saw sales increase at
all sales subsidiaries and OI increase except in France while Q2 saw
sales increase in all subsidiaries except UK and OI decline at all of
them, Base business in Europe increased sales and OI in 1H.

 In Primary Labels, Okil increased sales and OI. 70% of the 300
million yen sales increase was due to favorable FX impact.
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 In Asia, China and India performed well. India managed to turn
from red to black ink.

 The business in Asia as a whole is shifting from selling single
products to providing solutions.
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 Both the mechatronics and consumables sales in Japan performed
well.

 Gross profit margin improved in both categories to see a composite
gain of 1.5 percentage points and a combined increase of 800
million yen.

 As a result, OI margin improved by 1.7 percentage points to reach
8.2%.
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 Of the net sales gains making up the OI increase YoY, 70% came
from domestic initiatives while the rest come from exports to
overseas subsidiaries.

 The gross profit margin improvement of 1.5 percentage points
contributed to gross profit gains.

 SG&A increased mainly due to rise in HR costs.
 There was a negative FX impact of 92 million yen after netting out

the impacts from importing mechatronics products from factories
and exporting them to subsidiaries.
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 Both the mechatronics and consumables sales in manufacturing
performed well especially in the automotive industry. With more
electrification in this sector, traceability control is shifting from lot
units to individual parts. This has resulted in more solutions business
in the manufacturing process.

 Sales in logistics declined due to a special mechatronics order in
FY17. The number of solutions business is increasing on back of e-
commerce expansion and labor shortage, resulting in the size of
each deal becoming larger.

 Consumables sales in logistics declined by 4% YoY due to natural
disasters.

 Mechatronics sales in retail increased by 16% as orders from
convenience stores rose and apparel customers expanded
warehouses to cope with higher volumes in e-commerce. Solutions
business is increasing in retail as well.
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 In health care, consumables sales were steady but mechatronics
sales declined as seasonality became even more evident. As such,
we are hoping to do better in 2H.

 Various changes are taking place in the health care sector on back of
stronger requirements to deal with labor shortage and to provide
patient safety. Large business negotiations to be closed 1 or 2 years
ahead are progressing in multiple areas such as medicine, medical
equipment and specimens.

 In food & beverage, replacement demand for printers is expected in
FY18 and FY19. There is surfacing need to comply with regulations
such as HACCP and Food Labeling Act by all accounts including food
processing companies, wholesalers and supermarkets.

 In addition, our business is helped by existing traceability
requirements and efficiency inquiries mainly from beverage
warehouses.

 Sales and OI in the public sector increased, if we factor out the
special order in FY17. For this sector, it is important that we secure
large orders that would monetize 2 to 3 years in the future rather
than accumulating small ones.

 The number of solutions negotiations is increasing across the board
and each one is expanding in order size with longer lead times,
which can pose challenges. A closer look at these negotiations
suggests that they are mostly for FY19 onwards rather than FY18.
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 IDP increased sales by growing its existing business.
 Costs have been contained by reviewing the scope of R&D projects.

It should be stressed that R&D itself is progressing as planned.
 Gross profit margin is at 100.4% due to the fact that some

inventories were booked as cost of sales in FY17 and their sales
were booked with no cost in Q1 FY18. Accounting has normalized
since Q2.
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 The breakdown of YoY operating loss decreases is as shown.
 A Japanese person with a wealth of knowledge in lasers and

chemical materials has been appointed to the Chairman post mid-
November at DataLase, the company at the core of our IDP Business.
The appointment enables us to further strengthen the management,
R&D control and collaboration with headquarters.
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 Consolidated forecasts for FY18 have been revised following the
progress made in 1H.

 Sales have been revised downward by 3 billion yen from 120 to 117
billion. OI has been revised upward by 0.3 billion yen from 7.3 to
7.6 billion. Please refer to the table shown for the revisions in
ordinary and net profits.

 Sales forecast in Japan remains the same. The revision overseas
includes expected negative FX impact of 1.6 billion yen and reflects a
review on our Base Businesses in the pipeline, mostly in the
Americas.

 A new organization structure is in place in Japan following the
consolidation of group companies at the beginning of FY18, and R&D
was decided to be conducted ever more strategically. As such, the
OI revision reflects higher related costs in 2H.

 If the revised targets are achieved, record highs seen in sales will be
seen in OI as well, at 7.6 billion yen exceeding the previous mark at
7.4 in FY14.
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 Interim dividend payment of 35 yen is scheduled as planned and the
full year payment is forecasted to be 70.

 As a new management structure started in FY18, we have focused
on infiltrating new management policies and the mid-term plan,
namely initiatives to share the same goals. I myself am visiting all of
the overseas sales subsidiaries. The aim is (1) to collaborate with a
sense of unity and bring success by maximizing our strengths, and
(2) to let group members fully understand the growth strategy and
action plans of each subsidiary so that they could be executed with
speed.

 I am confident that our mindset is steadily changing for the better
with a firmer-than-ever foundation for growth.
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